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The Dennison Watch Case Company  
 
When I became interested in Dennison cased watches I endeavoured to research the 
Company but the result was almost fruitless and it has taken much time and effort to 
get this far.  The following essay has been put together using material gathered from 
multiple sources – auctions, watch dealers, various forums and websites.  It’s a bit 
like assembling a jigsaw puzzle with the majority of pieces missing – you get 
something of a picture but then you find another piece which changes everything.  
Therefore, this essay is not meant to be a definitive study but simply my opinions 
based on what little I have found.  Undoubtedly, as new information turns up, the 
story will change - if anyone can add to the subject then please feel free to do so – 
we all benefit from knowledge. 
 
Few watch collectors seem to appreciate that most Swiss watch manufacturers did 
not produce cases for their movements – the likes of Omega and the other big 
names sourced their watchcases locally from a number of specialist watchcase 
manufacturers.  If you look inside the case-back of a gold Swiss-made watch you 
should find a tiny coded symbol for the case manufacturer – it is usually a number 
inside a hammerhead or key shape or a logo stamped into the metal – that mark is 
the Poincon de Maitre which shows who the case maker was and there appear to 
have been hundreds of them.   

 
The image left shows a figure 
5 inside a key and this 
corresponds to Genevor SA 
of Meyrin 
 
The Dennison Watch Case 
Company – Dennison’s from 
hereon – was one such 
company, only they were 
English and not Swiss. 
 
In the early part of the 
previous century, there were 
severe UK import restrictions 
on high value items (e.g. 
watches and particularly gold 

ones) and a similar situation existed in other countries.   To get around this, some of 
the Swiss watch manufacturers exported ‘bare’ watch movements to the recipient 
country and allowed their authorized dealers to ‘case’ the movements in locally 
produced cases - Dennison was perhaps the best of the UK watchcase 
manufacturers and Wadsworth were prominent in the US.  This ‘partnership’ was so 
successful that even after the import restrictions were lifted, the cosy relationship 
between watch manufacturer and case maker continued. 
 
Dennison’s started in England in the 1870s when Aaron Lufkin Dennison (ALD) 
established his business in the Handsworth area of Birmingham after a somewhat 
chequered career in the USA, mainly with Waltham.  By the end of the century, the 
company had evolved into the Dennison Watch Case Company and was run by 
Aaron’s son.  They were renowned for their solid gold, gold-capped and gold plated 
fob watch cases – the one shown below is from 1913 and is plated to a quality that 
could be guaranteed for 10 years of wear before showing base metal.  Other cases 
(with a deeper coating) were warranted for 20 and 30 years.  
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The vast majority of wristwatch cases manufactured by Dennison’s were of solid gold 
but they also produced cases made from solid silver as well as stainless steel and 
chrome or gold plated brass.   The solid gold wristwatch cases were mainly 9kt – i.e. 
37.5% gold, although later on in the 1950s and 1960s, the company produced a 
select range of 18kt gold cases – i.e. 75% gold.  9kt was peculiarly British and the 
minimum gold content allowed to be called ‘gold’ – it was also very hard wearing.  
Other countries had different standards - as a rule of thumb, Swiss cases were 
manufactured in either 14kt (58.5%) or 18kt (75%), American cases were in 10kt 
(41.6%) or 14kt.  Once you get above 18kt, the gold is really too soft to be used for 
jewellery and particularly watch cases. 
 
Dennison’s produced wristwatch cases for Rolex, Tudor, IWC, Smiths, Vertex, 
Garrard, Waltham, Tissot, Longines, Zenith, Record, Rotary, J W Benson, Girard 
Perregaux, Roamer, LeCoultre, Movado, Ulysse Nardin, Eterna and many, many 
others but it would appear that their biggest customer was Omega.    
 
The fact that Dennison’s seemed to have a ‘special’ relationship with Omega can 
perhaps be explained by the following:  In 1921 Omega set up a subsidiary company 
in the UK - The Omega Watch Company (OWC).  In its initial phase, OWC was a 
very small affair with just two personnel to service all the Omega 
customers/distributors within the UK but it was overseen by none other than Gilbert 
Dennison who at the time, was on the board of Dennison’s.  It sounds like a conflict 
of interest but it goes a long way to explaining the cosy relationship between Omega 
and Dennison in the UK.  Amongst other things, OWC used to source watch cases 
for the bare movements imported from Switzerland and it would seem that they 
stamped their initials (OWC) on the non-Dennison gold cases.  The Dennison cases 
were never stamped OWC.  It is also interesting to note that OWC sourced 
watchcases for the ‘lesser’ Omega models from other UK case makers as well as 
Dennison but Dennison cases were used exclusively for the ‘higher’ models (i.e. 
Seamasters and Constellations) and this lasted until Dennison’s ceased trading in 
1967.  From there on, Constellations and Seamasters appeared in Shackman cases 
(to an identical design of course). 
 
Whilst I have an interest in all Dennison cased watches, to outline them here would 
make for a very long essay, so I will limit the scope to the Dennison Omegas from 
hereon.   
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Watch Case Markings  
 
Virtually all of the Dennison gold and silver watchcases were assayed (hallmarked) in 
Birmingham – it is one of only a few assay offices in the UK and every hallmark can 
be dated.  To digress for a moment – The Birmingham assay office uses an Anchor 
(usually lying on its side) for its symbol whilst London uses a Leopard’s Head, 
Edinburgh uses a Castle, Chester uses Wheat Sheaves and so on.  Until 1773, the 
only assay offices in England were London and Chester and goldsmiths and 
silversmiths had to travel to these locations to have their goods hallmarked.  The 
smiths from Birmingham and Sheffield used to meet up in a tavern called the ‘Crown 
and Anchor’ in The Strand, London.  After much lobbying of Parliament, an Act was 
passed which allowed additional assay offices to be set up in Birmingham and 
Sheffield.  As such, a hallmark symbol had to be chosen for each of the two towns 
and Sheffield chose the Crown while Birmingham chose the Anchor – it is rumoured 
that this was decided on the toss of a coin.  In 1975, Sheffield changed its symbol to 
a rose. 
 
Most Dennison watchcases have a series of ‘stamps’ on the inside of the caseback 
and to a large extent, they follow the same format. 
 
When you look at a genuine Dennison case back from an Omega watch, you will 
usually see: 
 

(1) The Omega triangle, which shows that the case was officially sanctioned by 
Omega - this is seen only on Omega watchcases from ~1953 onwards. The 
photos below show casebacks from pre 1953 and post 1953 – the post 1953 
caseback has the triangle. 
 

 
 

(2) A ‘Made in England’ stamp (either under the name or under the triangle) 
(3) A case reference number (eg. 13302 or later on say 168.5004). 
(4) A row of hallmarks - showing the assay office (an anchor), the grade of gold 

and the date letter.  
(5) The case serial number (367561 on the left example). 
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Dennison’s case reference numbers  consist of 5 figures (e.g. 13308) until the mid 
to late 1950s and each number relates to a specific design and size of case.  The 
format seems to be that the first three digits (i.e. the 133) relates to the size of the 
orifice in the case body in Ligne (a Ligne is a twelfth of a French inch – approximately 
2.2558 mm - and is a measurement still used in watch making today).  So the 133 
equates to 13.3 ligne or 30mm.  Most of the Omega movements are 30mm in 
diameter or less – smaller movements can be accommodated using a spacer ring.  
The final two digits of the case reference number must therefore relate to the 
particular design of the case and lugs. 
 
On several occasions throughout Dennison’s production but mostly in the 1950s, 
cases for some watches were produced without any case reference number.  There 
seems to be no logic to this as the inclusion or exclusion of reference numbers apply 
to watchcases of the same design - so it may be just an oversight.  However, all the 
early 18kt Seamaster and 18kt Constellation cases had no case reference number – 
strange because both of these were high quality prestige cases.  In 1960, the 
Dennison case reference system for Omega watches was changed to a 3-figure 
number (e.g. 923). The first digit appears to relate to the gold quality (i.e. 9 for 9kt 
and 8 for 18kt).  The 18kt gold Seamaster, originally produced without a case 
reference number, became the 865 – identical in every respect to its NoRef 
predecessor.  So far, I have not been able to determine whether the 18kt NoRef 
Constellation case followed suit with an 8xx reference. 
 
In 1962 Dennison’s adopted the new 7-figure Omega style case reference e.g. 
165.5003 (non-date Seamaster) but only for Omega watch movements - watchcases 
for movements other than Omega continued to use the old Dennison 5-figure 
reference system right up until the company ceased trading in February 1967.  Other 
English watchcase manufacturers who made cases for Omega (e.g. David 
Shackman & Sons – often stamped with a stylised ‘S’ or ‘DS&S’) also used the three 
figure and seven figure reference numbers so it suggests that this change was driven 
by Omega. 
 
Hallmark Date Letter  The Birmingham hallmark date letter changes on 1st July and 
runs to 30th June the following year - so a hallmark of say ‘Q’ dates the watch from 
1st July 1965 to 30th June 1966 but this dating is not universally used by other assay 
offices – the London year for example, runs from 30th May.  In 1975 this was all 
standardized and all assay offices use the same ‘year’ but that is long after 
Dennison’s demise. 
 
Dennison’s case serial number  The case serial numbering system depends on the 
case material – there are separate systems for gold, silver and steel cases.  The gold 
case serial number of up to 6 digits is sequential from around 1930 regardless of 
whether the cases are 9kt or 18kt, men’s or ladies, Omega or other movements - 
prior to 1930, the system seems a bit haphazard.  Silver cases follow a similar but 
separate 6-digit sequential system whilst steel cases use a 4-digit numbering system.  
In 1959/60 the gold case serial numbering system reached its maximum of 999,999 
and therefore it was re-based to zero to run for the final 7 years of production.  
Consequently, when looking at gold case serial numbers there is need to take in 
other dating information i.e. hallmark date letter and where possible movement serial 
number for confirmation – a 1967 watchcase could have the same serial number as a 
1952 one. 
 
There were fewer silver cases made and so this re-basing of the serial number did 
not occur but the steel case serial numbering system of 4 digits required frequent re-
basing – at least 5 times between 1943 and 1960.  With steel cases, great care has 
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to be taken as there is no hallmark date letter to use as a guide and not all movement 
manufacturers have published movement serial number data like Omega.  In 
addition, movements can be easily swapped - so beware! 
 
Interestingly, in the case of clip-back watches, often the last 3 digits (or 4 on some 
steel watches) of the case serial number are stamped on the rim of the case near 
one of the lugs - see on photograph below. 
 

 
Note last three digits of case serial number repeated on case body 

 
From this it is possible to ensure that the case back and case have always ‘been 
together’ and that it is not a Frankenwatch.  However, I doubt that this repeat serial 
numbering was a farsighted attempt to foil future Frankenwatchers.  I would suspect 
that the case backs were individually machined to fit the cases and therefore were 
not always interchangeable.  When the watch cases and casebacks were returned 
from assaying, they would have been separated and someone would have the 
unenviable task of matching casebacks to cases – a very time consuming job without 
that repeat serial number. 
 
Production Information  
 
Judging by the serial numbers issued from the end of WW2 to the end of trading in 
1967, it would appear that Dennison’s produced around 1.3 million gold cases.  
Averaged out, that equates to around 65,000 per year.  That number doesn’t seem 
huge but I would imagine that most of the manufacture would be accomplished by 
hand.  However, this is just the gold cases - they also produced around 330,000 
silver cases between 1923 and 1965 of which 50,000 were made between 1943 and 
1965.  The latter figure shows the decline in popularity of silver cases quite clearly 
and production really tailed off towards 1965 – only 4000 produced in the last 5 
years.  I would think that these would be mainly for presentation watches (there was 
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a well known Chemical Company that always used silver cased Smiths watches as 
long service awards). 
 
In addition, at least 50,000 stainless steel cases were made between 1943 and 1960 
and there were a significant but unknown number of gold/chrome plated cases.  
Dennison’s produced stainless steel (Dennisteel) case backs for the military issued 
6b/159 RAF watches in WW2.  The 6b/159s used an aluminium case body with the 
steel back (with Omega, Longines, and other movements) and this used to have 
serious leak and corrosion issues.  Dennison’s were contracted by the Air Ministry to 
supply a waterproof casing for these and other military watches in around 1950 and 
that design became known as the ‘Aquatite’.  The Aquatite morphed into the fabulous 
gold screwback Constellation and Seamaster cases of the 1960s. 
 
From the limited information available, it would appear that over 90% of all the gold 
cases produced by Dennison’s were of 9kt and therefore probably less than 10% 
were 18kt.   

There were no 18kt cases produced before 
1950 when Dennison’s introduced the case ref 
13302 for the 30mm cal 283 based Omega 
Tresor (shown left).  A number of the early 
versions of case 13308 were produced in 18kt 
gold for the Omega calibre 351/354 – but most 
of these cases were 9kt.  The production of 18kt 
watchcases picked up in the mid to late 1950s 
with the introduction of clipback cases for both 
the Seamaster and Constellation and from 
about 1959, production of 18kt cases ran at 
about 20% of the total – all Constellations were 
in 18kt from their introduction in 1959. 
 

The final year of production (less than 8 months in reality) – the ‘R’ hallmark year 
(1st July 1966 to closure in February 1967) saw production drop significantly.  Less 
than 20,000 gold cases were made but the reason is not known.  Up to that time, 
production had been buoyant – 70 to 90,000 for the previous two years.  
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Dennison’s Watchcase Design  
 
Up until the mid 1950s, Dennison’s seemed to follow their own ideas on watch case 
design but there is evidence to suggest that from the mid 50s, Omega increasingly 
influenced Dennison’s case designs for the Omega movements and by the early 60s 
dictated the design exactly.  This is evidenced by the fact that watchcases made by 
Dennison, Shackman & Son (stamped DS&S or stylised ‘S’) and later in the 1980s, 
Wilmot (stamped stylised ‘W’) all used the same design and case reference numbers. 
Dennison’s continued to use their own case designs for other watch manufacturers’ 
movements though - right up until the closure of the business in 1967.  No other 
watch manufacturer exerted this level of control and influence over Dennison’s – 
even Rolex movements were cased in Dennison’s own design of watchcase. 
 
It would appear that the rationale behind Omega dictating case designs was that they 
wanted a standardized product in order to differentiate it from the competition – they 
were unhappy with Omega movements appearing in the same cases as those from 
other watch manufacturers.   
 
In the late 1950s, the UK market was quite conservative and watch case design 
followed a traditional path - the Dennison cases for Omega movements tended to 
trail Omega’s current designs.  They were often based on obsolete Omega designs 
and were in production long after Omega had moved on to a more modern look.  
Other case manufacturers were occasionally used by Omega but Dennison’s were 
not only the main contractor but also reserved for the more prestigious Omega 
models. 
 
The Dennison Constellations  
 
It would appear that the Dennison Seamaster may have evolved from other models 
but from the information available at the present time, the conclusion has to be that 
the Dennison cased Constellation did not.  Maybe in the early 1950s, during the 
Constellation’s initial period of production, it was considered that the market in the 
UK’s post-war austerity was not conducive to selling in large numbers, a premium 
product like a solid-gold, chronometer-rated wristwatch and that the current range of 
lesser models (already cased by Dennison) was adequate.  After all, Dennison’s had 
produced an 18kt clipback case for the Tresor between 1950 and 1953 but judging 
by the records, it never sold in large numbers. 
 
During the ‘second phase’ of Constellation production (mid to late 1950s), Omega 
introduced the rotor-wind 50x series of calibres in a range of mainly clipback models.  
The Constellation refs 2852 and 2943 were introduced in around 1956/1957 – the 
former with the cal 501/505 (non-date) and the latter with the cal 504 (date) 
movement - in 18kt gold clipback cases.  Apparently, it was a further two years 
before Omega decided to ship bare Constellation movements to the UK and 
Dennison’s were chosen (by default?) to manufacture the 18kt solid-gold case.   As 
can be seen from the photographs below, the Omega 2943 and the initial Dennison 
Constellation are very alike.  It is not possible to state categorically that the Dennison 
case is an exact copy of the Omega without examining original engineering drawings 
but if it isn’t a copy, then it is at least very similar. 
 
Below and on the left is a 1958 Swiss-made Omega 2943 Constellation with a cal 
504 (the case is by Serva SA – La Chaux-de-Fonds) - this model had been in 
production since 1957.  On the right is a 1959/60 Dennison – the Dennison has no 
case reference number (normal for early 18kt gold Seamasters and Constellations).  
Like the Omega 2943, the Dennison Constellation is a clipback and was initially fitted 
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with the same cal 504.  Within months, the movement was replaced by the cal 561 
and this model together with its derivatives, were sold in the UK well into the 1960s.  
In the meantime, Omega had moved on to the cal 561 in 14xxx screwbacks. 
 
 
 

 
 
The photographs below show the rear of that Dennison Constellation and it can be 
seen that the caseback is the same as the Omega 2943 with the cast observatory 
medallion and the engraved ‘Constellation’ and ‘waterproof’ badges.  The inside of 
the caseback shows the ‘official triangle’, the hallmarks for Birmingham 1959/60 and 
the Dennison case serial number which also dates it to 1959 – but there is no case 
reference (design) number. 
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Please note the ‘002’ stamped on the rim of the case body – this agrees with the last 
three digits of the serial number on the case back.  Also, note that the movement 
serial number (17.2 million) and the hallmark date letter (Birmingham ‘K’) are datable 
to 1959/60 - this proves it is a genuine unadulterated English cased Constellation – 
albeit with a replacement crown. 
 
Dennison’s produced a second design of case for the Constellation in 1960 and 
confusingly, this also had no case reference number but as it was introduced after 
the change over to the cal 561, it always used that movement. 

 
The earliest Dennison Constellations, both from 1959/60 with cal 561 movements 
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It can be seen that the two early designs of Dennison Constellation were based on 
the same case body – one design had tear-drop lugs and the other had pointed lugs.  
As mentioned previously, the tear-drop design followed the Omega 2943 but the 
pointed-lug design was pure Dennison. 
 
All Dennison Constellation cases were manufactured in 18kt gold – there were no 
exceptions so beware of Dr Frankenwatch offering 9kt versions – I have seen some 
so always check the case serial number (the 3 digits on the case body), the 
caseback serial number, the movement serial number and the hallmark date letter 
carefully. 
 
An interesting conundrum is that the Constellation above (and below) with the 
pointed lugs is hallmarked London 1959/60 and is the only Dennison case ever seen 
by the author that was not hallmarked in Birmingham.  What this signifies is unknown 
at present – maybe there were delays at the Birmingham assay office or maybe it 
was produced under contract by another watchcase maker in London. 
 

 
 

Casebacks of the two early Dennison Constellations 
 
It would appear that there was no successor to the pointed-lug Constellation so 
unlike the teardrop-lug design, it did not pass on its genes to any later English 
Constellation model.  The nearest to it would be the Omega 168.004 hidden-crown 
version but that was an Omega design and was introduced several years later. 
 
In 1960, Omega introduced the screwback 14393, which in looks at least was the 
screwback version of the earlier 2943 clipback.  This happened when Dennison’s had 
just introduced their 2943 look-a-like.  So, by the time of 14393’s introduction, the 
Dennison 2943 look-a-like was already obsolete in appearance.  Dennison’s followed 
suit in 1962 by introducing the model 886 which was ‘similar’ to the Omega 14393.  
So the early Dennison clipback NoRef Constellations were in production for only 
about a year and as such they are rare. 
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Dennison Constellation model 886 with solid gold bracelet 

 
 

The Dennison 886 lasted 
for a very short period of a 
few months before being 
renamed 168.5415 in line 
with Omega’s new case 
reference number system.  
The advertisement shown 
here is from 1963 and 
quotes both model 
reference numbers for the 
same watch so it can be 
assumed that there is no 
difference. The 168.5415 
was available with a solid 
gold dial and a silvered 
dial (as stated in the 
advertisement) but in 1965 
these models were 
separated into 168.5416 
with the silvered dial and 
168.5417 with the gold 
dial.  However this may 
not always be the case as 
I have seen a 168.5416 
with a solid gold dial. 
 
The ‘5’ in the middle of the 
case reference number 
168.(5)415 would seem to 
be an Omega requirement 
to indicate that the case 
was of English 
manufacture.  Later on, 

both Shackman and Wilmots, used the same reference code.  I understand that 
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cases made in other countries used another number and that Omega introduced an 
additional ‘0’ in their codes, which I assume signifies ‘Swiss’ made.   
 
So, the Dennison 168.5415 and its close relatives, the 168.5416 & 168.5417, stayed 
in production for around 5 years, until closure of the business in Feb 1967.  Judging 
by the numbers of these vintage models seen 50 years on, they were extremely 
popular.  When Dennison’s ceased trading, the design continued with Shackman but 
the ancestry is clear though – the curved ‘teardrop’ lugs and the bulging centre 
section hark back to the design of the original 1959 clipback Constellation – a 
conservative 1950s look in the late 60s when Omega had moved on to the ‘C’ Shape 
- but it’s a lovely looking watch nonetheless. 
 

 
Dennison Constellation model 168.5416 from 1967 

 
 
The only other Constellation case design that Dennison’s produced was the 
168.5004 – the hidden crown model which is virtually identical to the Swiss case 
168.0004 that Omega introduced in 1962.  The Dennison version was introduced in 
around 1963 and was in production until 1967.  Shackman also manufactured this 
case design after Dennison went out of business in Feb 1967.  As with the Swiss 
version, this Constellation looks larger than it is thanks to the thin bezel and hidden 
crown.  The one shown below has a replacement, semi-hidden but more user 
friendly, crown. 

 
Dennison 168.5004 Hidden Crown Constellation from 1965 
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To summarize, Dennison’s produced just 4 designs of 
watchcase for the Constellation – (1) the 2943 look-a-like 
and (2) the pointed-lug variation both in clipback form, (3) 
the 886, the 168.5415 and 168.5416/7 (screwbacks) and 
(4) the hidden crown 168.5004 – in the 7 year period 
August 1959 to February 1967.   
 
With the exception of the very early examples of the 2943 
look-a-like (which used the cal 504), all Dennison 
Constellations used the non-quick-set date 561 calibre  - all 
examples of which (I believe) were used up in 1966.  
Dennison’s ceased trading in February 1967 but evidence 
from the serial numbering suggests that production slowed 
right down in 1966 and probably ceased altogether within 
that year.  Consequently, I’m of the opinion that Dennison’s 
were never involved in the manufacture of the ‘C’ Shape 
Constellation case – English ‘C’ Shapes are probably 
attributable to Shackman and used the quick-set-date 
calibre 564. 
 
The Constellations were beautiful watches with beautiful 
movements and the Dennison cased examples in particular 
were high quality heavyweights and are eminently 
collectable. 
 
 
 
Following is a photographic representation of the design progression – top to bottom, 
the 2943 look-a-like, the pointed-lug variation (both from 1959/60), the 886 from 
1961, the 168.5416 from 1967 and the hidden crown 168.5004 from 1965. 
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The Dennison Seamasters  
 
Omega introduced their Seamaster range in 1948/9 as a robust waterproof watch – 
most of the early examples were in screw-back cases, which with few exceptions 
used the ‘bumper’ automatic movements.  There were variations in dial design but 
the characteristic look of a Seamaster was the numerals at 3, 6 (centre second), 9 
and 12 and ‘spike’ markers for the remaining hours. 
 
In around 1956, Omega replaced the venerable bumper movements in their 
automatic Seamaster with the newly designed rotor-wind cal 501.  With hindsight, 
this was not the best move as the early cal 50x movements were somewhat flawed 
whilst the old bumper calibres were robust and had stood the test of time – literally.   
 
It was also in 1956 that Dennison’s introduced the case which was to be used 
exclusively for the automatic Seamaster in the UK and this beautifully understated 
18kt clipback heavyweight was in production into the early 1960s.   

 
Understated elegance - a 1950s 18kt gold Dennison Seamaster 

 
Like the early Constellation, the first generation Dennison Seamaster carried no case 
reference number – just the official triangle, the maker’s mark, the obligatory 
hallmarks, and a case serial number.  This model was always produced in 18kt gold 
and always housed the cal 501. In around October 1960 this model was finally given 
a case reference number – the 865.  Unlike its Constellation stable-mate, there was 
no cast medallion on the outside of the caseback – they were smooth-backs. 
 
The prospective collector of these Seamasters needs to be aware of the fundamental 
weaknesses of the cal 501 and look for tell tale signs of rotor bearing wear (scuff 
marks on the rotor rim and matching ones on the inside of the caseback).  The 
example below illustrates the care needed in selecting these models.  According to 
the information on the caseback, this is a 1959 Dennison Seamaster – hallmark and 
serial number are in agreement (the last three digits of which are just visible on the 
rim of the case near the lug) so the case is genuine.  But the movement is a 
chronometer rated cal 352Rg bumper which was produced in ~1952 and never 
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officially graced a Dennison Seamaster.  The dial, whilst pure Seamaster, does not 
have the name on it – however it seems to be original to the movement and sports 
the original blued-steel seconds hand.  Obviously what has happened is that the 
original cal 501 expired like many did and it lay forlorn for years before being restored 
to life in the 1990s with a ‘new’ movement.  However, instead of replacing the 
movement with a later (or lesser) one, the watchmaker fitted a very fine cal 352Rg.  I 
know that the previous owner had this watch for over 20 years and it was modified 
when he purchased it but despite its lack of originality, I acquired it because the cal 
352Rg arguably makes it more desirable than one with a suspect cal 501. 
 

 
There were a few manual-wind Seamasters produced in Dennison cases – most 
notably the 18kt ref 873 clipback which used the Omega cal 600 but the vast majority 
were automatics. 
 
So was there an Omega model that influenced the design of the Dennison 
Seamaster?  Well, none of the early Omega Seamasters with the automatic cal 501 
fit the bill but the Omega 2849 with the calibre 503 is almost a perfect match.   
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Omega 2849 Seamaster - case manufactured by Serva SA – La Chaux-de-Fonds 

 
The Omega 2849 Seamaster was introduced in 1956 - the same year as the 
Dennison version and whilst there are differences in the case body - the Omega 
2849 is quite plain-sided whilst the Dennison example shows a more complex 
bevelled profile - the lugs, bezel and caseback are very similar. 
 
The first generation Dennison 
Seamasters (the original NoRef and 
later the 865) were a prestigious 
watch and were in production from 
1956 to 1960.  By 1960, Omega had 
moved on to the 14xxx screwbacks 
(but still with the cal 501) and so 
Dennison’s followed suit in 1961 
with case ref 991. 
 
The 991, which had no Omega 
equivalent, was a screwback (but 
still without a medallion on the case) 
and it used the more robust calibre 
552 movement but was available 
only in 9kt gold.  This model 
reference lasted for just a year or so 
before the numbering system 
changed to the Omega 7 digit style 
in 1962.  The 991 became the 
165.5410 (still with no medallion).  
The fact that the 991/165.5410 was 
available only in 9kt instead of the 
18kt of its predecessor, seems to 
indicate a desire to differentiate 
more effectively between the 
English Constellations and 
Seamasters – after all, the first 
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generation 18kt clipback Seamasters with the cal 501 were very close, from a 
marketing perspective, to the 18kt clipback Constellations with the cal 504.  English 
Seamasters were never available in 18kt gold from this point forward whereas 
English Constellations were always in 18kt gold.  
 
 

A 1963 165.5410 smooth-back Seamaster 
 
This family of English Seamasters ended with the 165.5410 (cal 552), which was 
available for a short period.  In 1963, Dennison’s introduced the new 9kt 165.5003 
which was later manufactured by Shackman and was a copy of the Omega 165.0003 
(which by the way, was available in 18kt gold) 
 
 

 
 
The above photo is of a 1967 9kt gold Dennison 165/6.5003 Seamaster (the 5/6 
indicates that the case was designed for the ‘date’ and ‘non-date’ cals 552 and 562 
respectively).  This watchcase was produced in the very last year of the Dennison 
Watch Case Company and according to the case serial number (459376) was one of 
the last off the production line.  Note that the crown has a ‘semi-hidden’ effect using a 
cutout in the case body and an overlapping bezel to produce the effect. 
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The Seamaster DeVille  
 
The Dennison Seamaster DeVille (case reference 166.5020) seems to be something 
of a rare bird – it was in production from 1962 to the closure of the factory in 1967 – it 
was a monocoque design (as with the Omega version) and it was always in 18kt gold 
but there are relatively few around – indeed they are quite rare. 
 
 

 
1962 18kt Dennison 166.5020 monocoque Seamaster DeVille 

 
 
The 18kt gold unishell case gave 
access to the movement only after 
removing the crystal and crown 
stem.  The one shown above has a 
Birmingham ‘N’ hallmark for 1962/3 
which ties in with the case serial 
number.  It carries the last three 
digits of the case serial number (034) 
on the rim by the top right lug but 
being a one-piece unishell, I cannot 
see the logic in that as there is no 
separate caseback to lose.  Like the 
Omega 14770 version, it is a very 
neat solution to the problem of 
waterproofing for a delicate ‘dress’ 
watch.  Dennison’s were still making 
this model in their last production 
year (1966/67). 
 
 
 
Again, many thanks to old-
omegas.com for their superb 
resource of catalogues and manuals 
without which research like this 
would be so much more difficult.   
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The Geneve  
 
The Geneve model was introduced by Omega in 1953 as a celebration of their 
outstanding performance in the 1952 chronometer trials at the Geneva Observatory.   

1958 Omega 2981 in Rose Gold with solid gold dial, hands and markers 
Case by Cedex - Charles Dubois SA 

 
Initially the Geneve range was positioned below the Constellation but above the 
Seamaster and they were a prestigious watch.  Later on in the 1960s the model was 
repositioned as the ‘entry level’ Omega and as such it lost much of its collector 
appeal.  Some of the early Geneve watches were of fabulous quality – like the 1958 
solid 18kt Rose Gold model 2981 shown above (it’s not in the Omega Vintage 
Database) which used a cal 491 rotor automatic.   
 
The Dennison cased Geneve watches were a slightly more humble affair.  They were 
always in 9kt gold and always with a manual wind cal 266, 267 or 268 sub-dial 
movement.  Initially, they used the 9kt Dennison clipback case ref 13332 and were in 
production from 1955 to 1960.  The calibre changed from 266 to 267 in 1956 and 
from 267 to 268 in 1960. 
 

1957 Dennison ref 13332 clipback with an attractive freckled dial and a calibre 267  
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It is always interesting to get a ‘handle’ on the commitment of the buyer for 
something like this from so far back – just to see what sort of person would purchase 
such a watch.  The receipt for the above watch is for £42 which in 1956 UK terms 
was about 6 weeks pay for the average working man.  So, the Dennison version 
wasn’t outlandishly expensive but nevertheless the equivalent of around £3000 in 
2013. 
 
 
In 1960, the case 
reference changed 
in line with the other 
Dennison Omegas, 
to the three-figure 
code of 969.  This 
later model used 
the sub dial cal 267 
or the improved 268 
movement but other 
than that, was little 
changed.  As with 
the other Dennison watches with 3 figure reference codes, this Geneve lasted just 
two years but then the model disappeared altogether.  
 
I believe the Dennison Geneve stopped with the 969 but I have seen a solitary 
131.5016 from 1965 with a Geneve badge (albeit in the later dial script) and a cal 601 
movement.  However, this case reference was also for other 601 calibre ‘No-Name’ 
(unnamed) Omegas and as stated previously, it’s all too easy to slot in another 
movement and add a Geneve dial.  Therefore at the moment, it is impossible to be 
sure that the Dennison’s manufactured another case for the Geneve after the 969. 
 
The Tresor  
 
Tresor is French for Treasure and the Tresor range of watches was produced by 
Omega from 1949 until 1958 – all but two of the models were in 18kt gold cases and 
the Omega versions used several different calibres from the 260/280 series to the 
automatic cal 491.  As far as I can tell, the Tresor was intended as a ‘poor mans’ gold 
watch but this seems a bit of a misnomer.  I have seen a receipt for £80 for a 1952 
Dennison cased Tresor and this would equate to about 14 weeks pay for the average 
UK worker of the time.  Today, that commitment would be around £6500 so the 
Tresor was never cheap. 
 
The watchcase for the Tresor was Dennison’s first in 18kt gold.  It was introduced in 
1950 and it was a superb high quality, heavyweight clipback with the case reference 
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of 13302.  I would imagine that the demand for such an expensive piece would have 
been limited from the start (in the UK at least as austerity measures were still in place 
following WW2).  Consequently there are very few around today.   

Dennison ref 13302 with Omega calibre 283 from 1950 
 
I have seen only eight 18kt Dennison Tresors and all were from 1950/52 and all had 
calibre 283 movements with 12 million serial numbers.  I believe that the Dennison 
Tresor did not last long in production and is limited to the very start of the 1950s.   
 
The Other Models  
 
For the sake of brevity, I’ll outline the other models in less detail: 
 
The No-Name Manuals  
 
13322   

 
This model had the longest production 
run of any of the Dennison watchcases 
and was in production from 1940 to 
1964 at least.  It was made in 9kt and 
(rarely) 18kt gold, solid silver and 
stainless steel.  The gold version was a 
fairly lightweight clipback and was used 
for the Omega 30T2 until 1949 and 
260/280 until 1958.  There were no more 
Omega movements in 13322 cases after 
then – instead, it would appear that the 
case was used almost exclusively for 
Longines movements. 

A 1941 Omega 30T2 in 9kt 13322 case 
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13339, 923 / 928 and 121.5400 / 131.5405 

 
The 13339 (left) was a slightly more robust and heavier 9kt case for the Omega cal 
267-269 sub second and cals 284 and 285 centre second movements.  It was in 
production from 1958 to 1960.  It was superseded by the 923 (middle) for the sub 
second 267 to 269 and the 928 (right) for the centre second cal 285.  The 923 and 
928 were in production for two years (in common with all the 3 figure series) from 
1960 to 1961.  These latter two models were renamed 121.5400 (sub second cal 267 
to 269) and 131.5405 (centre second cal 285 to 286) in 1962 but the new models 
appear to be little different from the earlier 900 series models - both models ran to at 
least 1965.   All models in this range were 9kt clipbacks. 
 
No-Name Automatics  
 
13308, 971 / 992 and 161/2.5002 
 
The No-Name Automatics followed a similar path to the No-Name manuals in that 
they started in 1953 with the 13308.  

The Dennison 13308 clipback case 
 
There is some evidence to suggest that the 13308 was the forerunner to the 
Dennison Seamaster - it used the same movement, it was available in 18kt gold (as 
well as 9kt) and it was a clipback with a dial that was often Seamaster in all but name 
(see photo above).  Initially it was fitted with the bumper cal 351 and then for a period 
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was available with both the 351 and 354 bumpers.  In 1956, Omega dropped the 
bumper calibres in favour of the rotor automatic cal 501 and Dennison’s 13308 
followed suit.   However, from that time onwards, the choice of gold case for the 
13308 was limited to 9kt and as such, it can be assumed that the model’s status was 
somewhat reduced.  A possible reason for the downgrade was the imminent 
introduction of the new 18kt Dennison Seamaster case.  However, the Dennison 
13308 continued in production until 1960 but none of these 13308 watches were 
marked ‘Seamaster’ – just plain ‘Automatic’.  A 1953 purchase receipt puts the cost 
of an 18kt cal 351 in a 13308 case at £80 – that was over 3 months pay for the 
average UK worker of the day so it was an expensive watch. 
 
In 1961 the 13308 case design morphed into the 971 and 992 – both of which used 
the cal 552 - before being renamed 162.5002 (shown below right) in 1962.  The 
162.5002 (or from 1964 onwards the 161/2.5002) used both the date and non-date 
calibres 552 and 562.  All were 9kt clipbacks. 

  13308      162.5002 
 
The relationship between Dennison and Omega ran from the 1920s to February 1967 
but Dennison’s final year saw a dramatic fall off in production, which considering the 
previous two years of near record output, is difficult to comprehend.  The reasons for 
the collapse will probably never be established – maybe it was a catastrophic event 
or maybe Dennison’s lost the Omega contract.  Omega did seem to be Dennison’s 
biggest customer after all.  What is known is that at least one other customer of 
Dennison’s (Smiths) started substituting cheaper cases from other manufacturers in 
the early 1960s – a sure sign that Dennison cases were relatively expensive.  
Perhaps the cases were just too good – unnecessarily over-engineered. 
 
Omega continued to supply ‘movement only’ watches to the UK for casing in gold 
and their main supplier became David Shackman & Sons of Chesham and later on, 
Wilmot of Birmingham.   
 
Once again, many thanks to all those I’ve pestered for information on their Dennison 
watches and to old-omegas.com for their old manuals and advertising information.   


